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1 Preface
The aim of this document is to provide a simple, practical and easy but accurate way to understand explanation
of terms, abbreviations, and terminology used (not only) in the ComAp documentation. The purpose of this
dictionary is not to replace other ComAp documentation (like Global Guide, ReferenceManuals, Operator
Guide, etc.).

Despite our efforts, inaccuracies may occur - please do not hesitate to provide us with your feedback to help
improve this document. Thank you.
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2 ComAp Explanatory Dictionary
A

Term Category Explanation

AC SeeAlternating current

AC generator
Electrical generator that produces Alternating current,could be
synchronous or asynchronous type.

Active power
AC power with a unity Power factormeasured inWatts. Commonly
used symbol is P.

ADN ArchiveDriveNano

AFR
Air/Fuel Ratio
AFR is themass ratio of air to a solid, liquid, or gaseous fuel present in
a combustion process. The AFR is controlled by Mixer.

AFS AFR algorithm for stoichiometric gas engines.

AHI ComAp Alarm list + History Indication

AI(N) ComAp Analog Input
AIC Archive InteliCompact NT

AID Archive ID-DCU

AIL Archive InteliLite and InteliLite NT

AIM Archive ID-Mobile

AIP Archive file InteliPro

Air circuit breaker Circuit breaker using air as the arc extinguishingmedia.

AirGate (AG) ComAp
A technology developed by ComAp allowing connecting of controllers
to the internet removing the requirement for static IP addresses.

Alarm (AL) ComAp Alarm list only

Alarmlist ComAp
A screen which shows active or inactive alarms. Inactive alarms are
possible remove by pressing Fault Reset Button

ALI ComAp Alarm List Indication

Alternating current
Electric current with flow in both polarities (usually produced by AC
generator).

AMF
AutoMains Failure
The gen-set is started and take over the Load on the indications of
mains failure.

Analogue controls
Controls using variable signal (e.g. voltage, current orPWM) to pass
information.

ANT
IG/IS-NT archive file (contains setpoints, values, history and
configuration saved from the particular controller).

AOUT (AO) ComAp AnalogOutput

APC ComAp AdvancedParallel Controller
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Term Category Explanation

Type of ComApCU

API

ApplicationProgramming Interface
In computer programming, an application programming interface (API)
is a set of subroutine definitions, protocols, and tools for building
software. In general terms, it is a set of clearly definedmethods of
communication between various components.

APN Acronym Access Point Name

Apparent power
The product of current and voltage in anAlternating current circuit
which has a reactive element (Apparent power is geometric sum of
Active power andReactive power).

Application ComAp
Application is nothingmore than anArchivewithConfiguration
containing different setpoints and some other elements (like electric
protections) of configuration used in different situations.

Archive ComAp
Configuration + setpoints, current operational values, history
(performance log).

AS
All Speed
An application in ID-DCU and ID-Mobile controllers

AST
ArchiveSet
A file created by InteliMonitor, contain links to archives from all active
gen-sets of the site which were saved at the same time

ATS Acronym
Automatic TransferSwitch
A device used to automatically switch a power supply from normal to
emergency when a power failure occurs.

AUT ComAp
Fully automatic Mode of operation of controller, based on the external
signals and/or given commands.

AUTO SeeAUT

AUX ComAp
Auxiliary
Type of ComAp (marine)CU Application

AVR Acronym
Automatic VoltageRegulator
Device used to control the voltage of anAC generator by sensing the
terminal voltage and varying the field current (Voltage regulator).

AVR droop AVR voltage reference is reduced as VAr increases.

AVRi ComAp

AVR Interface
The IG-AVRi is ComAp extensionmodule ensuring the voltage
matching interface between controller and generator ARV with electric
insulation (IC or IGS-NT only).

AWG Acronym

AmericanWireGauge
AWG is a logarithmic stepped standardized wire gauge system for the
diameters of round wire. The cross-sectional area of each gauge is an
important factor for determining its current-carrying capacity.

6 back to ComAp Explanatory Dictionary
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B
Term Category Explanation

Backup Backup of CU (can also be e.g. redundant controller)

Backup Backup of supply source (gen-set mode Stand-By / AMF)
Backup
protection

A protection system which will operate when a system fault is not cleared
by otherProtection.

Base load ComAp
Fix (basis) generator power demand in case of parallel operation of
generator(s) to mains, the other power sources are adding remaining
power.

-BB ComAp
BaseBox
A controller (CU) without an integrated display. Used as postfix inCU
identification.

BBM
Break BeforeMake
Operation of switch which interrupts one circuit before closing the other see
MBB (Make before break).

BDEW Acronym

Bundesverband derEnergie- undWasserwirtschaft
German Federation of Energy andWater publishing the technical
guidelines for generating plants connected tomedium voltage network -
technical rules.

BF
BiFuel
An engine operation using combination of both diesel and gas

BI(N) ComAp Binary Input

BIO ComAp Binary Input orOutput

Black start

Refers to starting of a power system without the use of an external power
source (but internal power such as dc control and start power is available).
Also the procedure necessary for a recovery from a Total shutdown or
Partial shutdown.

Bld
Baseload
A gen-set power control mode which keeps constant power supply to the
load.

BMS Acronym

Battery Management System
A battery management system (BMS) is any electronic system that
manages a rechargeable battery (cell or battery pack), such as by
protecting the battery from operating outside its Safe Operating Area,
monitoring its state, calculating secondary data, reporting that data,
controlling its environment, authenticating it and/or balancing it.

BMS Acronym BuildingManagement System
BO Acronym BreakerOpen/Binary Output

BOC Acronym
BreakerOpen andCool down
Type of protection behavior, applied usually to the electric protections (to
protect the generator).

Breaker Electric switching apparatus with control and feedback signals, used for
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Term Category Explanation

dis/connecting even the powered lines, has the protection capability
(compareContactor).

Brown out

An intentional or unintentional drop in voltage in the utility mains power
supply. Intentional brownouts are used for load reduction in an emergency.
The reductionmay last for minutes or hours, as opposed to short-term
voltage sag (or dip) lasting seconds caused by other factors. It is known
that such voltage drops can be harmful to certain sensitive electrical
devices, such as computers; therefore accentuating the importance of a
resilient back up regime including a generating set for a business.

BTB Acronym

Bus TieBreaker
The breaker used for separating / connecting the busbars in the system of
multiple buses. In the AC system the connectionmust be performed with
Synchronization.

BTB ComAp Type of ComAp InteliMains (CU)Application controling theBTB
BU Acronym Business Unit

Busbar
Copper or aluminum (usually rigid) conductors of rectangular, square, round
or hollow cross section, to interconnect high current circuits in a
switchboard or building.

BW ComAp BrokenWire

6 back to ComAp Explanatory Dictionary

C
Term Category Explanation

CAN bus
ControllerAreaNetwork
Communication bus used for controllers interconnection or forECU
connection.

CB Acronym SeeCircuit breaker
CHP Acronym SeeCombined heat and power

Circuit breaker

A protective device to interrupt the flow of current in a circuit when the
current level exceeds a certain value. It is normally rated to interrupt fault
current. Many devices include the protection relay etc. to make this an
automatic circuit Breaker. Abbreviated as CB.

CMB ComAp
Combine
Type of ComAp (marine)CU Application

CMP(H) ComAp Comparator (with Hysteresis)

C/O Close/Open

Cogeneration SeeCombined heat and power

ComAp Acronym
ComputerApplication
The heart of smart control

Combi ComAp Type of gen-set CU Application (IGS-NT only), combining theMINT, SPI
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Term Category Explanation

andSPtM application

Combined cycle
gas turbine

Power plant where the exhaust heat from the turbine(s) is turned into steam
which us used to generate power in a steam turbine. Thereby increasing
the overall efficiency of the plant.

Combined heat
and power

Use of aGenerating set(s) or sets for the purpose of utilizing the heat
produced (via the exhaust and the radiator) as well as producing electricity.
Thereby increasing the overall efficiency of the plant. A power plant using
an engine to generate electricity and useful heat simultaneously.

Compound
generator

A generator whoseExcitation system takes elements of both voltage and
current, or derivatives of these in order to give the required level of
excitation to themain field.

Configuration ComAp
Properties of attachedmodules, inputs, outputs, protections, languages,
PLC and other information. Configuration is contained in eachArchive.

Contactor

Electrically controlled switch used for switching an electrical power circuit
(e.g. 230-volt motor). A contactor is typically controlled by a low voltage
circuit (like 24-volt). Unlike aCircuit breaker, a contactor is not intended
to interrupt a fault current.

CoolDown
(Cooling)

ComAp
The procedure of cooling the gen-set (unloaded gen-set is running for the
specific time).

COX ComAp
Type of ComAp gen-set CU Application
TheCombi type with theCB controlled externally (designed toCOoperate
with an eXternal supervisory control system, like PLC).

CS ComAp
CommunicationServer
Translator between a controller and InteliConfig.

CT Current Transformer

CU Acronym
Control Unit
Also referred as controller.

Current
transformer

Current transformer (CT)
Is a type of transformer that is used tomeasureAlternating current. It
produces a current in its secondary which is proportional to the current in its
primary. Standard currents in the secondary are 1 A and 5 A at the rated
primary current.

Cycle
The complete reversal of an alternating current or voltage, from zero to
positivemaximum down to negativemaximum and back to zero.

6 back to ComAp Explanatory Dictionary
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D
Term Category Explanation

D+
TheD+ terminal is used for detection of running engine and/or for charger
failure alarm detection.

D+ The energizing terminal for the charging alternator or the engine starter.

DC SeeDirect current

DCU ComAp
DriveControl Unit
Type of ComAp (drive)CU

DDE Dynamic DataExchange

DE Acronym
DriveEdit
PC software for ID-Nano configuration.

Dead bus
TheBusbar (electrical connection) with no voltage (exactly below some
defined small value).

Del Delay

Delta

Usually associated with a winding connection configuration of a
transformer or electrical rotatingmachine, where the three phase-coils are
connected in series in a Δ (delta) configuration. There are a number of
connection options for both 3 and 4 wire circuits e.g. open delta, Edison
delta (sometime referred to as high-leg delta or red-leg delta), and jack-leg
delta etc. A two coil 3 wire connection would be anOpen Delta.

Demand
The demand of kW/MW and kVAr/MVAr of electricity (i.e. bothActive
power andReactive power).

Derating
Controled reduction of gen-set(s) power based on relevant value, e.g.
temperature.

Deviation factor
Themaximum instantaneous deviation of a generator voltage waveform,
as a percentage of the true sine wave of the sameRMS value.

DG DieselGenerator

DG SeeDistributed generation

DHCP

Dynamic Host ConfigurationProtocol
DHCP is a network management protocol used on TCP/IP networks
whereby a DHCP server dynamically assigns an IP address and other
network configuration parameters to each device on a network so they can
communicate with other IP networks.

DIN rail
A DIN rail is ametal rail of a standard type widely used for mounting circuit
breakers and industrial control equipment inside equipment racks.

Direct current Current flow in one direction only i.e. no reversal of polarity. (DC)

DISTBIN ComAp
DistributedBinary Inputs
Virtual module for receiving binary signals from other IG/IS-NT controllers
on CAN bus (supported from v.3.0)

DISTBOUT ComAp
DistributedBinary Outputs
Virtual module for sending binary signals to other IG/IS-NT controllers on
CAN bus (supported from v.3.0)
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Term Category Explanation

Distributed
generation

Distributed generation, also distributed energy, on-site generation (OSG) or
district/decentralized energy is electrical generation and storage performed
by a variety of small, grid-connected devices referred to as distributed
energy resources (DER).

DM
DriveMonitor
PC software for monitoring of InteliDrive controllers.

DNC ID-Nano import package

DNF ID-Nano Firmware

DNS
DomainNameSystem
Hierarchical distributed naming system for computers, services, or any
resource connected to the internet or a private network.

DOC DirectionalOverCurrent

Dongle ComAp HW or SW key, which unlock appropriate functions.

DPF Acronym Diesel Particulate Filter

DriveConfig PC software for configuration of ID controllers.

Droop control
mode

Type of parallel control strategy, used e.g. in load/VAr sharingmode (see
Isochronous control mode). In the droop speed control mode the speed
will decrease by a fixed percentage when the generator is loaded from no-
load to full load. Similarly the voltage control decrease the requested
voltage value.

Droop speed
control

Term used in the generating set industry to indicate the action of a
generating set when put under load. As in AVR Droop’ above or speed
(frequency) droop when the primemover is under load. The setting of which
are critical as generating sets can be operated in parallel running in ‘droop’.

DSE Acronym Different SizeEngine

DSE DeepSeaElectronics

DSR Acronym

Dynamic SpinningReserve
Input signal for hybrid powermanagement control strategy. It represents
the difference between nominal and actual power of the source. The DSR
value is added to the fix load reserve value giving the total available power
reserve.

DTC
Diagnostic TroubleCodes
(particularly referring to CAN / SAE 1939)

DT-KIT Input/Output Simulator for InteliDrive Family Controllers.
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Term Category Explanation

Dual AMF ComAp
System consisting of twoAMF gen-sets, which provide backup to each
other.

Duty assist

An arrangement where two (or more) generating sets are configured to
providemutual support in case of one piece failing to operate or needing
assistance to achieve a required target: If one generating set fails to
operate or cannot achieve a required target, the second (and subsequent)
generating set will operate (see alsoDual AMF).

Duty standby

An arrangement where two (or more) pieces of equipment, e.g. fuel transfer
pumps, are configured to providemutual support in case of one piece failing
to operate: If one piece fails to operate, the other one will operate. One
piece is duty, the other(s) is Stand-by to the duty piece. SeeDuty assist.

6 back to ComAp Explanatory Dictionary

E
Term Category Explanation

Earth fault
Failure of electrical insulation between live conductors and earth (also
ground fault). May be considered for detection in “restricted” areas of a
circuit or “unrestricted” i.e. occurrence of a fault anywhere within a circuit.

ECON-4 ComAp
ComAp digital speed governor dedicated for speed control of gas or diesel
engines.

ECU Acronym
Electronic Control Unit
Engine with ECU is then called electronic engine.

ECU list ComAp
Additional files allowing ComAp controllers to control electronic various
engines (including communication object definition, error codes etc.).

EEPROM Acronym Electrically ErasableProgrammableRead-Only Memory

EFC ComAp Earth Fault Current (seeEarth fault)
EFCPM ComAp Earth Fault Current ProtectionModule

EFI Acronym
Electronic Fuel Injection
An internal combustion engine technology.

Electronic
governor

Electronic device to control andmaintain the speed of an engine. Usually
done by monitoring the output of a tachogenerator orMagnetic pick up,
and feeding a proportional output to an actuator which controls the engine
fuel supply (seeGovernor).

EM Electric Motor
EMC Acronym Electromagnetic Compatibility

EME ComAp
Emergency
Type of ComAp (marine)CU application.

Engine governing
Engine speed control (seeGovernor) whichmay bemechanical, hydraulic
or electronic.

EP Electronic Potentiometer
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Term Category Explanation

ESC ComAp ComAp configuration file with description of ECU communication objects.

ESF
EngineSpecific File
Defines inputs and outputs for controller communication with ECU (part of
ECU list)

ESL Acronym ESL stands for Distributable support library file (Microsoft Visual FoxPro).

E-stop ComAp

Emergency Stop
A safety mechanism used to shut off machinery in an emergency, when it
cannot be shut down in the usual manner. Unlike a normal shut-down
switch is designed and configured to abort the operation as quickly as
possible.

Event log ComAp SeeHistory

Event records ComAp

Event records are also known as standard history records. This type of
record appears in case the controller event has beenmade. The time stamp
history also belongs in the event history. The time record is stored for a
specified period of time.

Excitation
system

The equipment providing the field current of amachine, including all
regulating and control elements, as well as field discharge or suppression
equipment and protective devices.

Exciter
The source of the electrical power providing the field current of a
synchronous machine (usually small DC or AC generator on the same
shaft).

Export
Situation where the output power of a plant flows to the grid (see also
Reference arrow system). In ComAp conception has - (minus) signum.

EXT ComAp Extension (plug-in modules)

6 back to ComAp Explanatory Dictionary

F
Term Category Explanation

FAR Acronym

Fuel-AirRatio
Inversely taken theAFR. FAR is commonly used in the gas turbine
industry as well as in government studies of internal combustion engine,
and refers to the ratio of fuel to the air.

Fast Start A start by a gen set with a Fast Start Capability.
Fast Start
Capability

The ability of a gen set to beSynchronized and loaded up to full Load
within 5minutes.

Fbk See Fdb
FC ComAp Fault Code

Fdb Feedback (also fb.) signal (usually from CB)

FDR ComAp
Feeder
Type of ComAp InteliMains CU Application controlling the Feeder
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Term Category Explanation

Feeder Circuit Circuit breaker used for connection of the load to theBusbar

Firmware ComAp
Program loop, the core of the controller managing the controllers behavior
based onConfiguration.

FLS ComAp
Sensor Failure
A) condition of protection activation
B) type of binary protection

FLX ComAp
FLeXible
Type of ComAp InteliDriveCU (drive)

FMI ComAp FailureMode Identifier

Forward
synchronizing

Synchronizing of the gen-set (group) to themains over theGCB. During the
synchronization, the voltage, frequency and phase angle of the incoming
generator is changed tomatch the values of theBusbar This is generally
used when a generator needs to be connected to an already charged
Busbar or directly to load.

FPC ComAp
FirePumpController
Type of ComAp InteliDriveCU

Frequency
The number of Cycles of alternating quantities (alternating current, voltage
etc.) per given time, obviously per second.

Frequency
regulation

The degree of variation in frequency of a generating set from no-load to fully
loaded state (ISO 8528-1 classified - class G1, G2, G3 andG4).

FV
ForceValue
Function which enables to change setpoint value by activating/deactivating
a binary input

6 back to ComAp Explanatory Dictionary

G
Term Category Explanation

GC
Graphical Characters
Controller option for additional support of one "graphical" language: eg
Japanese, Chinese etc.

GC ComAp
GenConfig
PC tool for configuration of IG/IS-NT controllers

GCB
GeneratorCircuit Breaker
Allows dis/connecting of the generator to theBusbar

GeCon ComAp
GeneratorController
System dedicated for generator control only.

GeCon ComAp
Type of ComAp application to control the generator only, the engine is
controlled by external device.

GEM ComAp Gas EngineManagement

Generating set(s) A generating set is a piece of equipment that converts mechanical energy
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Term Category Explanation

obtained from an external source into electrical energy as the output (abbr.
also genset/gensets).

Generator
breaker

Breaker used for connecting and breaking a generator circuit (GCB).

Geofencing
Geofencing is a feature in a software program that uses the global
positioning system (GPS) or radio frequency identification (RFID) to define
geographical boundaries of the equipment.

GL Gen-set Loaded

Global system
for mobile
communications

Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), originally Groupe
Spécial Mobile), is a standard developed by the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) to describe the protocols
for second-generation (2G) digital cellular networks used by mobile phones.

Governor
A device for controlling fuel to the engine tomaintain speed under varying
load conditions or a pre-set speed droop from no-load to full load conditions.

GP GeneratorProtection (seeBOC)

GPS Acronym Global PositionSystem
GPU GeneratorPowerUnit

GPU
GroundPowerUnit
GPU is typically 400 Hz AC generator supplying power to the aircraft
while at an airport.

Grid codes

Document(s) issued by utility company, TSO or national regulator. It
defines conditions generators/power sources has to comply with to be
allowed to operate in parallel with grid/mains. Typically a grid code will
specify the required behavior of a connected generator during system
disturbances. These include voltage regulation, power factor limits and
reactive power supply, response to a system fault (short-circuit), response
to frequency changes on the grid, and requirement to "ride through" short
interruptions of the connection.

Ground fault SeeEarth fault
GSE GeneratorStartedEngine

GSM SeeGlobal system for mobile communications
GSU GeneratorSurgeUnit

GUI Graphic User Interface

6 back to ComAp Explanatory Dictionary
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H
Term Category Explanation

Hall effect
sensor

A transducer that varies its output voltage in response to amagnetic field.

Harmonics
A component of a periodic wave with a frequency that is amultiple of the
frequency of the original wave.

HEST HighExhaust System Temperature

History ComAp
Part of archive, containing list of events recorded - has usually three types
of records: event records, system records and premortem records.

HMI Acronym HumanMachine Interface

HST SeeHistory (only)

Hunting

A term which can relate to speed or voltage, and which occurs after a
control function change, causing the controlled element to continue to
oscillate about the desired set value. Usually the result of insufficient
damping in the control.

HV HighVoltage

6 back to ComAp Explanatory Dictionary

I
Term Category Explanation

I/O Input/Output

IA-NT ComAp InteliATS New Technology automatic transfer switch controller

IB ComAp Internet Bridge, details could be found in ComAp Product Guide.

IC ComAp

Inteli Compact (common identifier for IC family of controllers)
ComAp compact gen-set controller for gen-sets operating in multiple island
and/or parallel to mains mode. Details could be found in ComAp Product
Guide.

IC
InteliConfig
ComAp configuration user interface.

ICD ComAp IntegratedColorDisplay
ID ComAp InteliDrive

IDC ComAp Import package for DriveConfig

IDMT Acronym

InverseDefiniteMinimum Time
The protection IDMT relay see to the line current doesn't exceed safe
values and if it does, triggers the circuit breaker. Inversemeans "higher the
current value, lesser the time taken for the relay to trip the circuit".

IEC International Electrotechnical Commission
IEC Standard A standard approved by the IEC

IG ComAp InteliGen (common identifier for IG family of controllers)
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Term Category Explanation

ComAp complex parallel gen-set controller for use with single or multiple
gen-sets operating in standby or parallel modes. Details could be found in
ComAp Product Guide.

IGS ComAp

InteliGen, Sys (identifier for IG/IS family of controllers)
ComAp complex parallel gen-set controller for use with single or multiple
gen-sets operating in standby or parallel modes. Details could be found in
ComAp Product Guide.

IM ComAp
InteliMains (common identifier for IM family of controllers)
ComApmains supervision controller. Details could be found in ComAp
Product Guide.

Impedance Total of resistive, capacitive and inductive elements of a circuit.

Import
Situation where the output power of a plant flows from the grid (see also
Reference arrow system). In ComAp documentation has + (plus) signum.

InCon Acronym InjectionControl system

Independent
back-up
Protection

A Backup protection system which utilizes a discrete relay, different
current transformers and an alternate operating principle to theMain
protection system(s) such that it can operate autonomously in the event
of a failure of themain protection.

Independent
main protection

AMain protection system(s) which utilizes a physically discrete relay
and different current transformers to any other main protection.

Inrush current
Initial instantaneous current drawn by Transformer(s), motors, capacitors
or current- using equipment on the application of a supply voltage. Causes
of these high currents vary with different types of equipment.

IOM ComAp Input OutputModule

IP Acronym Internet Protocol

IPC ComAp
IrrigationPumpController
Type of ComAp (drive)CU Application

IPU ComAp Industrial PowerUnit
IPU IPU Ltd.

IS ComAp
Inteli Sys
ComAp premium control system, designed for control both diesel and gas
gen-sets in stand-by and parallel applications.

Isochronous
control mode

Isochronous means that the speed governor keep always the same
frequency, usually given by setpoint. Similarly acts the voltage control -
keeps the requested voltage.

Isochronous
governor

Engine governor that maintains a set steady state speed without droop i.e.
irrespective of load. (see alsoDroop control mode)

IV ComAp InteliVision

6 back to ComAp Explanatory Dictionary
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J
Term Category Explanation

J1939
A communication standard (SAE) used for communication and diagnostics
among vehicle components (e.g. ECU)

6 back to ComAp Explanatory Dictionary

K
Term Category Explanation

Knocking

Knocking (pinking) in spark-ignition internal combustion engines occurs
when combustion of the air/fuel mixture in the cylinder does not occur
correctly following ignition by the spark plug, and some of themixture
explodes. Knocking can result in damage to the engine.

6 back to ComAp Explanatory Dictionary

L
Term Category Explanation

LAI ComAp
Logical Analog Input
It is function associated with analog value. E.g. Cyl Temp 3 is function for
temperature detection of engine's 3rd cylinder.

Lagging power
factor

A lagging power factor signifies that the load is inductive, as the load will
“consume” reactive power (the reactive component Q is positive as
reactive power travels through the circuit and is “consumed” by the
inductive load). The phase of the current is leading the phase of the voltage
(see also Leading power factor).

Mnemonic: CIVIL – in a capacitor (C) the current (I) leads voltage (V),
voltage (V) leads current (I) in an inductor (L).

LAM ComAp
Lambda Probe
Is an electronic device that measures the proportion of oxygen (O2) in the
gas or liquid being analyzed (also Oxygen sensor, Lambda sonde).

LBA ComAp Low Battery Adaptor

LBI ComAp
Logical Binary Input
It is function associated with binary input signal. E.g. GCB feedback is
function for Generator Circuit Breaker state detection (closed/opened).

LBO ComAp
Logical Binary Output
It is function associated with binary output signal.

LCB LoadCircuit Breaker

LChr
LoadCharacter
IG/IS-NT history column name
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Term Category Explanation

LDE
LineDiagram Editor
SCADA editor in InteliMonitor.

LDS
LoadDemandSwap
Automatic start and stop of different sized gen-sets within a group based
on actual load and belonging to predefined power bands.

LdShed See Load shedding

LE ComAp LiteEdit

Leading power
factor

A leading power factor signifies that the load is capacitive, as the load
“supplies” reactive power (the reactive component Q is negative as
reactive power is being supplied to the circuit). The phase of the current is
leading the phase of the voltage (see also Lagging power factor).

Mnemonic: CIVIL – in a capacitor (C) the current (I) leads voltage (V),
voltage (V) leads current (I) in an inductor (L).

Limited export ComAp Type of (power)Export to themains.
Load The active, reactive or apparent powerconsumed.

Load acceptance
% of the rated set load that can be applied to aGenerating set(s) and is
capable of accepting in one step, and recovering from to within defined
parameters.

Load balancing

Common term used to describe best practice of balancing the load evenly
across 3 phases where possible. With reference to theNegative phase
sequence component entry below it must be noted that for 3-phase
generators the loadmust be balanced within the negative phase sequence
rating of the generator otherwise overheating of the generator can occur.

Load bank
Resistance and/or inductors to provide Load forGenerating set(s) for test
purposes. Usually the resistance/inductance units are transportable.

Load factor The ratio of average load to the generating set power rating.

Load sharing

Load sharing is defined as the proportional division of the kW total load
betweenmultipleGenerating set(s) in a paralleled system (seeVAr
sharing, too). Load sharing is essential to avoid overloading and stability
problems on the systems' gen-sets.

Load shedding ComAp
Load shedding is the deliberate shutdown of electric power in a part or parts
of a power-distribution system, generally to prevent the failure of the entire
system when the demand strains the capacity of the system.

Load shedding
A controller function whichmanages closing/opening load breakers in case
of insufficient power.

Load step Normally a percentage load applied to aGenerating set(s).

LOM Acronym
Lost ofMains
Fast islanding or load sheeding. See alsoRoCoF, VS

LoP Low Power

Loss of mains

Louver control Cooling (radiator) limiter
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Term Category Explanation

LS/LdSharing See Load sharing

LSM + PMS ComAp
LoadSharingModule
+ Dongle allowingPower management, Load sharing or IGS

LV Acronym Low Voltage

LVRT Acronym
Low VoltageRide Through
(seeGrid codes)

6 back to ComAp Explanatory Dictionary

M
Term Category Explanation

Magnetic pick up
A device that detects the speed of a primemover, typically an engine or
turbine. Based on the inductive phenomena between the flywheel ring
teeths and sensor coil.

Mains circuit
breaker

A circuit breaker (MCB) that is usually positioned at the electricity services
intake of a premises and whichmay be interlocked with a generator circuit
breaker to form a changeover frommains to generator power. Also known
as the Utility Breaker.

Main protection
system(s)

The equipment (like protection relays) to ensure the safe operation of
generators and the grid.

Make before
break

An arrangement for electrical switchgear whereby two switching devices
close tomake a circuit in parallel before one switching device opens. This
as a term often relates to parallel electrical power supplies, for
arrangements where when changing from one power supply to another,
there is no interruption between supplies. Note that it is extremely
important when considering parallel AC electrical supplies that
consideration is made to ensure that the supplies areSynchronized.
Parallel coupling of supplies that are not synchronizedmay be hazardous.

MAN ComAp
Fully manual controlMode of operation of controller. MAN (manual) mode
is usually used when a gen-set needs to be started by an operator based on
his/her will.

MAN Enginemanufacturer

MAP ComAp
ManifoldAirPressure
The pressure of themixture (gas and air) afterAFR Mixer

MarCom ComAp MarketingCommunication

MAT ComAp
ManifoldAir Temperature
The temperature of themixture (gas and air) afterAFR Mixer

MBB Make before break
MCB Acronym Mains circuit breaker

MF ComAp Mains Failure

MGCB Acronym MasterGeneratorCircuit Breaker
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E. g. connecting the group of gen-sets to the Load.

MGCB ComAp Type of ComAp InteliMains Application

MIB Acronym
Management InformationBase
Is a database that allows identification of information used by system
administration inSNMP.

Minimum import ComAp
Minimum requested power Import from amains (used in parallel operation
control), should influence e.g. the base load.

Minimum power
tomains

ComAp
Minimum gen-set power level (used in parallel operation control) - doesn't
allow to understep this level even in the case of lower generator power
demand.

MINT ComAp
Type of ComApApplication:Multiple gen-sets with INTernal sync and
load sharing (typically operation or multiple gen-sets in parallel with mains).

Mixer
Air-gas mixing device that has been designed for optimum blending of gas
and engine intake air. Themixer should deliver very homogenous gas-air
mixture over the speed and load range.

Modbus
Serial communication protocol used by industrial electronic devices. There
are two dominant variants - RTU /TCP - of physical layer of the protocol.

Mode of
operation

ComAp

There are following operationmodes of ComAp controllers: OFF,MAN,
AUT, TEST, SEMmodes. Eachmode allows only specific functions of
controller operation. Details could be found in Referencemanual of specific
product.

Motoring

This is the term applied when a generator remains connected to a network
or other generators but its drive engine fails to deliver power - the generator
set continues to run with the generator now driving the engine, i.e. the
generator now becomes amotor (seeReverse power).

MP ComAp Mains Protection

MPU Acronym Magnetic pick up

MRS Acronym
Manual (or)RemoteStart/Stop
The control mode of single or multiple gen-sets operating in standby or
parallel modes.

MRS ComAp Type of ComApCU ApplicationforMRS functionality

MSF ComAp Manual FuseSynchronizing

MSU ComAp Mains SurgeUnit
MTU ComAp Measuring TransformerUnit

MTU MTU - enginemanufacturer

MultIslOp Multiple IslandOperation (MCB is opened, GCB’s are closed)

MultParOp MultipleParallelOperation (MCB is closed, GCB’s are closed)

MV Acronym Medium Voltage

MVS
Mains VectorShift
IG/IS-NT history column name

6 back to ComAp Explanatory Dictionary
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Term Category Explanation

NC Acronym SeeNormally closed contact

NCB Neutral Circuit Breaker

Negative phase
sequence
component

In any three phase system, the currents or voltages that make up the
system can be resolved toPositive phase sequence component,
negative and Zero phase sequence component systems. Thus the
positive sequence components produce a normal rotating field; the
negative sequence components create a counter-rotating field and the zero
sequence components produce an oscillating field that does not rotate.
Negative sequence components are an important consideration of
unbalanced ratings for generators as these cause heating, particularly in
the field components.

NFC Near FieldCommunication
NO Acronym SeeNormally open contact

Non-linear load

A Load in which there is a non-linear relationship between current and
voltage. Commonly the result of electronic switching during the cycle in the
load circuits, such as with SCR controllers e.g. switchmode supplies,
VSDs (seeHarmonics).

Normally closed
contact

Description of the status of a relay contact when the relay is
de-energised (i.e. connected). Abbreviated as NO.

Normally open
contact

Description of the status of a relay contact when the relay is
de-energised (i.e. disconnected). Abbreviated as NC.

NPU Mains protection relay (voltage, frequency, vector shift protections)

-NT- ComAp
New Technology
ComAp generation of controllers (like IG-NT, IS-NT, etc.) or accessory
modules (like IB-NT). Details could be found in ComAp Product Guide.

-NTC- ComAp
New Technicology Communication
Communication ports extensionCU (-NT- with extended communication
features).

NVD ComAp Neutral VoltageDisplacement

6 back to ComAp Explanatory Dictionary
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Term Category Explanation

OC ComAp OccurrenceCounter

Octave band
Frequency range where the highest frequency is double the lowest, with
eight bands 63 Hz, 125 Hz, 250 Hz etc. being usedmost frequently to
analyze and quantify sound.

OEM Acronym Original EquipmentManufacturer
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Is a company that produces parts and equipment that may bemarketed by
another manufacturer.

OFF ComAp
AMode of operationwhen controller doesn't perform any action. Related
to genset control, laso allows entry to the programmingmode of CU.

OFL ComAp Off load

Open coupled
The AC generator has its shaft extension coupled to the engine flywheel
without amechanical tie between the generator frame and the engine
flywheel housing. Generally, the generator has two bearings.

Out-of-phase
Referring to alternating currents or voltages of the same frequency, which
are not passing through their zero points at the same time.

Overload
Term referring to the amount by which an electrical circuit is exceeding its
rating.

Overshoot
The exceeding of the nominal (requested) value during the transient state of
control (e.g. after load change, starting the generator etc.). Could be
tolerable if decays to the stable (requested)) value.

Overspeed
The dangerous exceeding of preset speed (RPM) level due the system
malfunctionalty (e.g. rapis unload). Usually leads to the shutdown (SD) of
the system.

6 back to ComAp Explanatory Dictionary
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Term Category Explanation

Parallel operation
Operating two or more generators, or generators and network together to
supply a common load, or just to supply power to the grid/utility.

Partial shutdown
The same as a Total shutdown except that all generation has ceased in a
separate part of the total system and there is no electricity supply from
external interconnections or other parts of the total system.

PCB Acronym PrintedCircuit Board

PCC Cummins PowerCommandControl system
PCC Acronym Point of common coupling

Peak lopping
Load dependent automatic starting of power generation equipment. To
reduce the load on the system by running the generating plant in parallel
with the pains supply to maintain a fixed import load from themains.

Peak shaving ComAp

Peak shaving is the use of an additional power source (such as a
generator) in synchronization with themains power supply, to deliver
enough power tomeet the peak demand that cannot bemet by themains
supply and/or requested to not deliver frommains side. Power generation
equipment running in parallel with the grid, producing power according to
the load control parameters (e.g. base load, import/export).

PF SeePower factor
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PGI ComAp

PowerGeneration Industrial
The Power generation industrial is targeting the industrial world, supplying
essential energy to industrial, manufacturing, commercial and residential
customers.

PGN Acronym
ParameterGroupNumber (SAE J1939)
Part of CAN busmessage header. It identifies amessage's function and
associated data.

Phasematch
synchronizing

Phasematch synchronization is the process of matching the speed and
frequency of a generator or other source to a running network (mains). The
phase angle different is maintaining by control loop (see alsoSlip
synchronizing.

Phase (voltage)
unbalance

The ratio (in percent) between theRMS values of theNegative phase
sequence component and thePositive phase sequence component of
the voltage. (Simplified - the difference between phase voltage extremes)

PLC ComAp

Programmable Logic Controller
Set of functional blocks inside the ComAp controller (CU) which could be
combined to solve user defined logic (control) algorithm. The programming
of PLC is done via the graphic user interface.

PLS ComAp Propulsion LoadSharing

Plug&Play
Auto-configured feature of extension / communicationmodules for easy
operation based on controller application.

PMG Acronym
PermanentMagnet Generator
Used for the power supply for a generatorAVR

PMS ComAp
PowerManagement System
SeePower management

Poil ComAp Oil pressure

Point of common
coupling

That point on the electricity transmission system electrically nearest to the
user installation at which eitherDemands or Loads are, or may be,
connected.

Pole
Generally refers to themagnetic poles of field assembly of a generator or
motor. It can also refer to the electrodes of a DC battery or the number of
contacts on a contactor or circuit breaker.

Pole slip

Typically occurs under severe fault conditions which cause a transient
torque on the generator which exceeds the ability of the field to hold the
generator rotor synchronized to the stator. This situation should be
prevented by some protection unit (relay).

Positive phase
sequence
component

Element of phase (i.e. current) vector in same phase sequence as the
supply voltage (compare alsoNegative phase sequence component).

Power derating ComAp
Type of parallel operation. This function linearly decreases gen-set nominal
power according to analog input value.

Power factor Power factor is only relevant in AC circuits, and in its simplest form it is the
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ratio of kW to kVA. Therefore, the result is a number between 0 and 1. See
also Lagging power factor and Leading power factor

Power factor
control

Control of generator power factor when in parallel operation by means of
varying the excitation.

Power
management

ComAp

The powermanagement is in general control of active / reactive power
according to the specific requirements. It includes for example these
functionality: Base load control, Load/ VAr sharing, Peak shaving,
import / export control etc.

Power System
Stabiliser

Equipment controlling theExciter output via the voltage regulator in such a
way that power oscillations of the synchronous machines are dampened.
Input variables may be speed, frequency or power (or a combination of
these).

Premortem
history

ComAp
Premortem record is visually a different block of history records generated
just before the shutdown alarm. The record brings time zooming to the
interval of event.

Primemover
Island operation of gen-sets. The generator is producing the electric energy
as the continuous (not acting as theBackup) source.

Primemover
A machine which converts a source of energy into mechanical power. It
can be a turbine, steam, gas or hydro, a diesel engine or a spark ignition
gas engine, amongst others.

Prime power

Themaximum power which a generating set is capable of delivering
continuously whilst supplying a variable load when operating for an
unlimited number of hours per year under the agreed operating conditions
with themaintenance intervals and procedures being carried out as
prescribed by themanufacturer. The permissible average power over 24
hours of operationmust not exceed 70% of the prime power agreed by the
enginemanufacturer.

Prime power
rating

The prime power rating has two distinct categories: Indefinite running time
(is themaximum power accessible at the variable load for an unlimited
number of hours per year in a variable load setting) Limited running time
(prime power is accessible for a limited number of hours in non-variable
load situations).

Protection
The provisions for detecting abnormal conditions on a system and initiating
fault clearance or actuating signals or indications.

Protection
apparatus

A group of one or moreProtection relays and/or logic elements designated
to perform a specified protection function.

PRP ComAp
Propulsion
Type of ComAp (marine)CU Application

PRT Acronym Platinum Resistance Thermometer
PS Acronym SeePole slip

PS ComAp Persistent Storage
PSC ComAp PowerStationControl
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Type of ComAp IGS CU Application

PSS SeePower System Stabiliser
PT Acronym Potential Transformer

PtM ComAp Parallel toMains
PTM ComAp Pt (sensor type)Module

PT ratio ComAp Gen-set potential (voltage) transformers ratio

PV Acronym Photovoltaic

PWM Acronym PulseWidthModulation
PWR ComAp Power
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RA ComAp
RemoteAnnunciator
Essentially an interface for user to monitor gas sensors, alarm status and
more.

Ratiometric
Input circuit that can be configured to be digital, resistive, 4-20mA or
0-I0 V.

RD ComAp RemoteDisplay

Reactance
Opposition of a circuit to a change in electric current due to inductance or
capacitance (see Impedance

Reactive energy The integral with respect to time of theReactive power.

Reactive power

The product of voltage and current and the sine of the phase angle between
themmeasured in units of volt-amperes reactive and standardmultiples
thereof, ie: 1000 VAr = 1 kVAr / 1000 kVAr = 1 Mvar.
Commonly used symbol is Q, where the Q+ respQ- is used for inductive
resp capacitive type (see Lagging power factor resp Leading power
factor

Real time clock
A computer clock that calculates the present time. Not to be confused with
hardware clocks in computers which time the device but may not calculate
in world time.

Reference arrow
system

Reference arrow system has two types:
- network: the energy, which flows from the network, has minus (-) sign
- consumer: the energy, which flows from the network, has plus (+) sign
ForDistributed generation is most used consumer reference system
(also by ComAp).

Redundancy
controller
communication

See Backup (control)

REST API RESTful API
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A method of allowing communication between a web-based client and
server that employs REpresentational State Transfer (REST) constraints.

Restricted earth
fault protection

Electrical protection normally consisting of current transformers in each
phase and in the connection between neutral and ground of a generator or
transformer. Protection will operate for an earth fault in the zone
(Restricted), but not for phase to phase faults, nor to a fault outside the
zone.

Reverse power

Power absorbed by a generator from a paralleled system e.g. due to engine
failure. Active power absorbed by a generator from the connected system.
This may be another paralleled generator, the utility supply or possibly a
motor such as a crane hoist that is being driven by the load. The generator
enters themotoric regime.

Reverse
synchronizing

Synchronizing of (even loaded) gen-set (group) to mains overMCB.
Reverse Synchronization or backward synchronization is generally done
when a the supply from a grid utility is needed to be synchronized with a
bus bar in the factory. Since, it is not possible to alter the voltage,
frequency, etc. of the incomer, in this case, the grid. The voltage,
frequency, etc. of the bus bar are adjusted tomatch the incomer.

RFID Acronym Radio Frequency IDentification

RJ45
Type of connector, widely used for twisted pair Ethernet communication
connection.

RMS Acronym
RootMeanSquare value
SeeRoot mean square

RoCoF Acronym

Rate of Change of Frequency
Is function used for islanding detection and fast load shedding, to speed up
operation time in over- and under-frequency situations and to detect loss of
grid (loss of mains). The function is sensing the voltage frequency change.

Root mean
square

Mathematical term for establishing the effective voltage or current of an AC
Circuit. (RMS) It is calculated by summing the square(s) of the waveform
over time, then taking the square root of the sum. For a sine wave, this is
0.707 of the peak value.

In case of AC signal the RMS value is equal to the value of theDirect
current that would produce the same average power dissipation (thermal
effects) in a resistive load.

Rotor A rotating part of a machine, e.g. of an electrical generator or motor.

RPM Acronym
Revolutions PerMinute
A measure of rotation frequency.

RPU Acronym Redundant ProtectionUnit

RTC Acronym
Real TimeClock
SeeReal time clock
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RTD Acronym Resistance TemperatureDetector

RTOS Acronym
Real TimeOperatingSystem
An operating system (OS) intended to serve real-time applications (used in
embedded systems).

RUI ComAp Analog input settings - Resistance, Voltage, Current
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SAE Acronym Society of AutomotiveEngineers

Safety integrity
level

Safety integrity level (SIL) is defined as a relative level of risk-reduction
provided by a safety function, or to specify a target level of risk reduction.
In simple terms, SIL is ameasurement of performance required for a safety
instrumented function (SIF). In the EN 61508 standard, four SILs are
defined, with SIL 4 themost dependable and SIL 1 the least.

SCADA Acronym
Supervisory Control AndDataAcquisition
Type of industrial computer-controlled system.

SCR Acronym SeeSelective Catalytic Reduction

SCR Acronym
SiliconControlledResistor
Power electronic device also known as thyristor.

SD ComAp SeeShutdown
SDO ComAp Shut DownOverride

Selective
Catalytic
Reduction

The technology of reduction the nitrogen oxides (NOx) in combustion
engines flue gas. It is based on the addition of reductant (typically urea) to
the exhaust gas.

Self-excited
generator

A generator whose excitation system takes power from its own output.

SEM ComAp
SEM (semiautomatic) mode is amodification of the AUTmodewhilst the
start/stop of engine is donemanually and the rest function of AUTmode
are active.

Separately
excited generator

A generator whose excitation system takes power from a separate source.
Usually a secondary permanent magnet generator or exciter.

Setpoint ComAp
Setpoint is a software parameter, which can be changend online (without
programming).

SG ComAp
SpeedGovernor
SeeSpeed regulator

SHAIN Shared (virtual)Analog Input module
SHAOUT Shared (virtual)AnalogOutput module

SHBIN Shared (virtual)Binary Input module
SHBOUT Shared (virtual)Binary Output module
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Short Term
Operating
Reserve

Short TermOperatingReserve (STOR)
Is a service for the provision of additional active power from generation
and/or demand reduction (UK specific). When there’s peak demand for
electricity across the UK, the National Grid have the flexibility to start gen-
sets across the country that feed in at very short notice to balance the grid
andmake sure there are no blackouts or brownouts in the system.

Shunt trip
A feature added to circuit breakers in order to remotely trip the breaker from
an externally derived signal; such as a generator controller or switchgear
control system.

Shutdown ComAp
These types of alarms protects the gen-set or engine during the wrong /
dangerous state. Usually represented by the red color, also 2nd level of
alarm.

Shutdown ComAp
The condition of a generating unit where the generator rotor is at rest or on
barring.

SIF Acronym
Safety Instrumented Function
See alsoSafety integrity level

SIL Acronym
Safety Integrity Level
SeeSafety integrity level

Single line
diagram

A schematic representation of a three-phase network in which the three
phases are represented by single lines. The diagram shall include (but not
necessarily be limited to) busbars, overhead lines, underground cables,
power transformers and reactive compensation equipment. It shall also
show where other power stations are connected, and the points at which
demand is supplied.

SLA Acronym
Service-Level Agreement
Is a commitment between a service provider and a client (e. g. ComAp
TSUP and customer).

SLD
Single LineDiagram
SCADA drawing created in InteliMonitor

Slip
The difference between synchronous and actual speed of an induction
generator or motor.

Slip
synchronizing

Process of synchronizing the generator to the live network by using the
constant frequency difference (interference). The frequency defference is
maintained by control loop (see alsoPhase match synchronizing)
betweenmains and generator voltage.

Slope
The ratio of the steady state change in voltage, as a percentage of the
nominal voltage, to the steady state change inReactive power output, in
per unit of reactive power capability.

SMTP Acronym
SimpleMail TransferProtocol
An Internet standard for electronic mail (email) transmission.

SNMP Acronym
SimpleNetwork Management Protocol
One ormore administrative computers calledmanagers have the task of
monitoring or managing a group of hosts or devices on a computer network.
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Eachmanaged system executes a software component called an agent
which reports information via SNMP to themanager. SNMP traps enable
an agent to notify themanagement station of significant events by way of
an unsolicited SNMP message.

Soft load Generator soft loading according to Load ramp loop setting

Soft unload Generator soft unloading according to Load ramp loop setting

Solid state
controls

Electronic control (switching) devices e.g. transistors, thyristors.

SPC ComAp
SimpleParallel Controller
Type of ComApCU

Speed droop
Governor speed reference is reduced as load (or fueling) increases. The
speed drop is usually described as % of nominal speed at nominal load
slope. See also Isochronous control mode.

Speed regulator The devicemaintaining speed of the engine at desired value (seeSG).

SPI ComAp
SingleParallel Island
Type of ComApCU Application

SPM ComAp
SinglePrimeMover
Type of ComApCU Application

SPN Acronym

Suspect ParameterNumber (SAE J1939)
SPN it represents the identity of a J1939 parameter. Every J1939
parameter has a unique SPN, which is 19-bits wide, assigned to it by the
SAE committee when the parameter is defined.

SPtM ComAp
SingleParallel toMains (includes AMF no parallel)
Type of ComApCU Application

SRO Acronym SpeedRegulatorOutput

SS
SingleSpeed
Type of ComApCUApplication

SSB Acronym
System Split Breaker
The breaker used for separating / connecting themain distribution busbar in
the systems with two or moremain sources.

SSB ComAp
SingleStandBy
Type of ComApCU Application

SSE Acronym SameSizeEngine

Stand-by
A standby generator is aBackup electrical system that operates
automatically. When the network outage is detected, the generator starts
and the electrical load is supplied by the generator.

Star - delta
starter

Device for switching inductionmotor windings to reduce starting current.

Star connection
The 3 windings are connected in a star configuration. The winding ends
opposite the phase outputs are all connected together. The star point can
be used as a neutral, and can be connected to ground (Earth).

Starting current High current drawn by an electric (especially induction) motor during
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starting. See also Inrush current.

Start-up
The action of bringing a generating unit from shutdown to synchronous
speed.

Stator The stationary winding assembly of an AC generator orExciter.
STOR Acronym SeeShort Term Operating Reserve

STP Slow Stop
Sub-transient Initial reactance of generator at the instant of short circuit fault condition.

Surge
A term applied to both current and voltage, it refers to an exceptionally high
increase in the quantity over a very short time period. Usually the result of
load switching or lightning strikes.

Surge
suppressor

A general term used for a device to prevent externally promoted voltage
surges from destroying other devices. Commonly employed on the exciters
of brushless generators to prevent rotating diode failure.

SUS ComAp

StartUpSynchronization
Usually used for elimination of transformer inrush current during it's first
energization. The gen-set is started without he excitation, after the nominal
speed is reached, the voltage is control by ramping function of AVR. At
multiple island topology SUS speed up the time of full site operation to the
state.

Synchronized

The condition where an incoming generating unit or Power Park Module or
DC Converter or system is connected to the busbars of another system so
that the frequencies and phase relationships of that generating unit, Power
Park Module, DC Converter or system, as the casemay be, and the
system to which it is connected are identical.

Synchronization
The act of matching the voltage amplitude, frequency and zero crossing
times (phase), of two alternating current sources for the purposes of
connecting them in parallel.

Synchroniser
Instrument which detects whether two periodic motions are in
synchronism. In power generation, an instrument that checks that two
wave forms are aligned prior to the breaker closing.

Synchronizing
breaker

Breakerwith the closing circuit controlled by a synchronising device. It
may be theGenerator Breaker and / or the breaker(s) connecting to the
utility.

Synchronous
compensation

The operation of rotating synchronous apparatus for the specific purpose of
either the generation or absorption of Reactive power.

Synchronous
reactance

Measure of generator magnetic stiffness.

System records ComAp
Are also known as text history record. These type of records are generated
during the user login/off or controller programming.

6 back to ComAp Explanatory Dictionary
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TDC
TopDeadCenter
Themost upper position of the piston.

ATDC, BTDC After TopDeadCenter, Before TopDeadCenter

Temp by power ComAp
Type of parallel control mode where the power is regulated on the required
analog (usually temperature) value (see alsoCHP).

TEST ComAp
TESTmode is amodification of theAUTmode, the engine is started
immediately.

Test on Load Test of the genset system readiness.

THD Acronym
Total Harmonic Distortion
SeeHarmonics

Thermistor Temperature dependant resistor.

Thermocouple Bi-metal junction producing signal voltage proportional to temperature.

Thermostat
Device which switches at a designed temperature - used to control
temperature of amedium e.g. air ambient, coolant temperature.

Time constant
Normally the time taken for a system to rise or fall exponentially to
approximately 63% of the difference between its old and new value.

TLC ComAp
Telecom
Type of ComAp InteliDriveCU

Total shutdown

The situation existing when all generation has ceased and there is no
electricity supply from external interconnections and, therefore, the total
system has shutdownwith the result that it is not possible for the total
system to begin to function again without TSO’s directions relating to a
black start.

Transducer

Device to convert one form of energy to another. In power generation, often
a device found at the boundary between themechanical systems and the
control andmonitoring system e.g. pressure, temperature, position
transducers. Also used to convert voltage, current and power etc. Output is
analogue (4-20mA) or digital signals.

Transformer(s)
Device which transfers electrical energy between circuits by
electromagnetic induction.

Trend ComAp Signal value with respect to time

True RMS Acronym RMS value taking into account also the signal Harmonics distortion.
TSO Acronym TransmissionSystemOperator

TSUP ComAp Technical Support depatment

6 back to ComAp Explanatory Dictionary
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Unbalanced load The situation where the Load on each phase is not equal.

Under frequency
relay

An electrical measuring relay intended to operate when its characteristic
quantity (frequency) reaches the relay settings by decrease in frequency.

Undershoot
Refers to the amount by which frequency or voltage drops below the
nominal value as a result of load changes.
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VAr
Volt Ampere reactive
SeeReactive power

VAr sharing

VAr sharing is defined as the proportional division of the reactive (VAr) total
load betweenmultiple generator sets in a paralleled system (Load
sharing, too). VAr sharing is essential to avoid overloading and stability
problems on the systems' gen-sets.

VBOUT Virtual Binary Outputs

VDE

Verband der Elektrotechnik, Elektronik und Informationstechnik
Association for Electric, Electronic and Information Technologies,
publishing the standards and performing product testing and certification in
these fields.

Virtual
synchronizing

ComAp
The running inSynchronization of two (more) networks without the direct
electrical connection. Used for instant replacement of power supply in case
of one network failure.

Volt free contact

A term used to describe a digital control signal used to interface between
systems. The indicating system opens or closes a relay contact to provide
a circuit. The “ends” of the circuit are left available for the receiving system
to use with a voltage of its choice. It is important when specifying a volt
free contact that the intended voltage and current to be used on the circuit
is known to ensure that the circuit is rated appropriately. (Also potential
free)

Voltage dip
The temporary drop in generator voltage that occurs when a load is
connected, before the control system responds and corrects it. Also known
as Voltage sag.

Voltage
regulation

The allowed difference betweenmaximum andminimum steady state
voltage as a percentage of the nominal voltage. (ISO 8528-1 classified -
class G1, G2, G3 andG4)

Voltage regulator
Device for maintaining voltage between the allowed limits for varying load
conditions. Generally used for a generator output (seeAVR).
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VPIO
Virtual periphery I/Omodule
An internal “SWwires” linking binary outputs to inputs

VRO VoltageRegulatorOutput

VS Acronym

VectorShift (alsoVectorSurge)
This function is used in parallel mode for islanding detection and fast load
shedding, to speed up operation time in over- and under-frequency
situations and to detect loss of grid (Loss of mains). The function is
sensing the voltage phasor position.

VT SeePT

VT ratio SeePT ratio
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WRN ComAp SeeWarning

Warning ComAp
These types of alarms inform the user that something is wrong and need to
be checked and confirmed. Usually represented by the yellow color. 1st
level alarm.

WSV SeeWeb Supervisor

WebSupervisor ComAp Cloud-based system for remotemonitoring of ComAp controllers.

WinScope ComAp Graphical controller monitoring software.

6 back to ComAp Explanatory Dictionary
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Term Category Explanation

Zero phase
sequence
component

Element of fault (i.e. current) vector with no phase sequence rotation (see
alsoNegative phase sequence component).

ZST
Zipped ArchiveSet
A file created by InteliMonitor, can be used for sending of complete archive
sets to the ComAp technical support
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3 Notes
3.1 Document history

Revision number Date Author

3 30.11.2018 Martin Klíma

2 5.10.2018 Jiří Gerlich

1 4.7.2018 Jiří Gerlich
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